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A BIG THANK YOU TO OUR CUSTOMERS
This week we want to first thank all Linkage customers for your patience through
this COVID-19 crisis. Delayed quotes, longer than normal lead times and
logistical challenges have caused some issues for all of us. But overall, we have
weathered the storm and now look forward to a gradual recovery.

Quote

of the week
“An eye for eye makes the
whole world blind.”
Mahatma Gandhi
(1869-1948)

Photo

of the week
Life in China is “recovering”
but there is a new
“normal”. Our Linkage COO
Angle Wu’s soccer team in
Suzhou played their last
game FINALLY WITHOUT
wearing protective masks.

After COVID-19:

During COVID-19:

From Mehul Dave:
The Big Picture
A few months ago, I wrote an article in PCB007
speaking to the challenges of tariffs and alternate
sources for PCB’s and the larger divide between
the US and China potentially leading to far broader
implications for US-led vs China-led technologies.
The world has changed dramatically since then –
we’re thick into the midst of a global COVID-19
pandemic which I believe has only created a larger
divide between the two largest economies - US and
China.
This divide started when China evolved to engaging
in high-tech with significant economic and military
implications. This divide has manifested most
vividly in the telecom industry with the upcoming
5G rollout. 5G will become the backbone and
central nervous system of the global economy
powering technologies such as IOT an AI to places
currently not possible. At the heart of this fight is
the worry that Huawei and implicitly, the Chinese
government will have access to everything that
goes through a Huawei supported network.
By any measure of objectivity, America is losing
this fight against Huawei in the great “race to 5G”.
Huawei keeps growing and the 5G rollout in China
continues at rapid pace. We know this directly as
almost every one of our China PCB suppliers is
extending lead times by weeks for one main
reason – they are flooded with 5G orders from the
likes of Huawei and ZTE.
The strategy the US has deployed to battle this
onset is a fundamentally flawed one. Their solution
is to ban or seek permission from Washington DC
by any chipmaker that uses US technology to sell
its products to Huawei. Building a wall around
Huawei is impossible in a hyper-connected world
where technology and talent can flow freely.

companies to bring solutions that can be
embraced by everyone – including China. I am
confident that no one – not the US nor China –
want two separate unconnected major technology
platforms where the world is divided and two
internets and two mobile networks that don’t
interact with each other. Because once that
happens, humanity will follow into those two
camps which will result in something way worse
than COVID-19.

Factory Update
All of our partner China PCB factories are now
reopened and functioning near 100%. Our India
factory is still shut down as the COVID-19 crisis
shifts there.
Pent up demand plus new China 5G demands for
data transmission equipment and storage are
consuming available capacity. As a result, our lead
times have increased by 2-4 weeks, depending on
technology and order size.
Logistics channels are very constrained, causing
some additional delays and escalating freight
costs.

Team of the Week: Deshik Labs
Located close to our Linkage Mysore India office,
Deshik Labs has been working with us on a new
Quoting and Engineering system and an updated
website. Now in the middle of the COVID-19 crisis,
Shreesha Ramaswamy and his team have pivoted
to start producing protective face masks for local
medical workers. They have already delivered
12,000 masks and are working on a new order for
150,000. Linkage is helping fund these efforts.

A technological quarantine won’t work, it only
provides extra incentives for Huawei and China to
become technologically self-sufficient. I have
always maintained that business thrives on
openness and a healthy balance of competition
and co-operation.
My essential point here is that we need to rely on
time proven success of ingenuity, inventiveness,
and openness which has been the hallmark of US
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